MINI ORIGINAL
WHEELS AND TYRE
COVERAGE PLAN.

TO BRAKE AND
ACCELERATE.
Going fast sometimes also requires you to stop
fast. To do so, one detail is crucial: the tread
depth of your tyres. It turns millimetres into
metres. Aside from more tread depth, new MINI
Original Tyres also feature a relatively hard
compound, have fewer sipes, and a block-shaped
tread pattern. Their specially designed tread bars
minimise aquaplaning, i.e. when the tyre loses
grip with the surface due to wet conditions.
Braking distance with thread depth (mm) in wet conditions:

7 mm

3 mm

1.6 mm

#HereWeGo @thompsonfilm

TO BE CAUTIOUS
AND ADVENTUROUS.
Be prepared to take on any road and hold nothing back. Your journey to adventure is fuelled
by your desire to seek further.
With our wide range of MINI Original Wheels and Tyres, you will feel confident come rain or
shine, or when cruising through any sort of terrain. Nothing should stop you from getting
from A to B, or from B to Z. Like most adventurers, we respect the need to keep on moving,
no matter the pace. Be it fast or slow, uphill or downhill, we’ll make sure you’re safe and
sound with the help of our star-marked tyres from leading manufacturers (e.g. Bridgestone,
Michelin and Pirelli)

TO BE SECURE AND REASSURED.
No hiccup on the road is a cause for concern when you purchase and fit MINI Original Tyres at the
Authorised MINI Service Centre. All purchased tyres instantly come with complimentary 24 months
of MINI Tyre Coverage starting from the date of purchase.
With MINI, carefree kilometres lie ahead. Enjoy up to 100% rebate for tyre damage within 3 months
/ 5,000km (whichever earlier)*.
MINI Tyre Coverage offers comprehensive protection against:
- Damage caused by pointed objects such as nails and shards of glass
- Damage caused by hitting the curb while parking

How MINI calculates the amount of your rebate.
Usage Period / Mileage (whichever is earlier) from date of purchase
< 3 months /
5,000km

6 months
/ 10,000km

9 months
/ 15,000km

12 months
/ 20,000km

18 months
/ 30,000km

24 months
/ 40,000km

> 24 months
/ 40,000km

80%

60%

40%

20%

10%

0%

Rebate in %
100%

The rebate is not available if damage results from normal wear and tear or gross negligence on the part of the driver. Rebate on rim damage
or theft is excluded.

TO BE
STARRY-EYED
AND ROAD KIND.

TO GRIP
AND GRASP.
If you want to feel safe when cornering the city
streets with style, you have to trust your tyres.
With the star marking, you can. It has two
meanings: firstly, it shows that this tyre was
specifically made for your MINI and, secondly,
it indicates that it was manufactured in line
with MINI standards.

Our star-marked tyres are developed in close
collaboration with carefully selected tyre
manufacturers (e.g. Bridgestone, Michelin and
Pirelli). Teaming up with these world-class,
top-of-the-line developers allows us to guarantee
you maximum quality and safety, fulfilling all
your adventuring requirements.
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Tyre production already starts at an early stage
of development of the car itself and lasts up to
three years. This phase, which concludes with
comprehensive testing, is conducted together
with selected premium tyre manufacturers (e.g.
Bridgestone, Michelin and Pirelli). The EU tyre
label demands compliance with three criteria,
but tyres with the star marking are tested
against 50 different quality criteria clustered in
six major fields: driving properties, safety, wear,
efficiency, comfort, and sports behaviour.

TAILOR-MADE:
All MINI Original Wheels and Tyres
have been specially developed for
maximum safety and perfectly match
the style of each specific MINI model.
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ECONOMICAL:
The systematic use of special
materials reduces fuel consumption
and lowers noise levels.
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SPORTY:
The tyres are perfectly
attuned to suspension
components and adaptive
systems for maximum grip
and performance.
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SAFE:
Tyres with star marking feature
high durability, highest safety
ratings and advanced run-flat
technology.

TESTED:
Every tyre has passed stringent
testing with up to 50 different
quality criteria. (The EU tyre
label demands compliance with only
three criteria).

DRIVING PROPERTIES
OF MINI ORIGINAL TYRES:
- Braking distance
- Traction
- Handling
- Driving stability

SAFETY:
- Wet road
- Dry road
- Emergency running
properties
- Compatibility with
control systems

100 %
80 %
60 %
40 %

WEAR:
- Mileage
- Shape
- Safety over
lifetime

SPORTS BEHAVIOUR:
- High speed
- Performance
- Steering response

FUEL EFFICIENCY/
EFFICIENT DYNAMICS:
- Roll resistance

COMFORT AND ACOUSTICS:
- External rolling noise
- Internal rolling noise
- Directional stability
- Insensitivity/vibration

Test criteria
results scale

Requirements for tyres
with star marking

Exemplary for
standard tyre

- BMW test criteria
- EU test criteria

With run-flat technology

UNDETERRED BY
THE UNEXPECTED.

TO ACCESSORISE
AND MOBILISE.

MINI ORIGINAL TYRES WITH
RUN-FLAT TECHNOLOGY .

It’s the little things in life that make the bigger
things easier. With MINI Original Accessories,
you’ll find that help is always at hand in the form
of our wide range of products.

At MINI, we understand your safety is of utmost importance.
That’s why all MINI Original Tyres come with run-flat technology
- a self-supporting tyre with emergency running capabilities.

Without run-flat technology

With run-flat technology, there’s no need to change your tyre right
away in the event of a flat tyre. Even with a fully loaded vehicle,
this allows the driver to continue the way to safety or the nearest
workshop (up to 80km at a maximum speed of 80km/h).

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE.
• Highly heat-resistant elastic inserts prevent the tyre from overheating and catching fire
due to pressure loss
• Vehicle remains easily controllable and directionally stable
• Safety systems such as Dynamic Stability Control (DSC), Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) and
Automatic Stability Control (ASC) remain functional
• Lower fuel consumption and more boot space due to removal of spare wheel, jack and
breakdown set

SCAN THE QR CODE
AND DISCOVER OUR
ACCESSORIES.
mini.com.sg/find-an-accessory

#HereWeGo @ninawro

ACCESSORIES JUST
BECAME NECESSITIES.
They complete your MINI. MINI Original Wheels, Tyres and Accessories are like the final
brushstrokes that make a painting original: like a MINI Valve Cap or a MINI Floating Hub Cap,
for example. With our wide range of accessories, you’ll have more than enough to complete
your masterpiece.

TO BE SAFE
AND SOUND.
MINI TYRE CHANGE.
Not only do we change your tyres effectively, but
you’ll also benefit from a quality check of your
tread depth and brakes. We offer wheel and tyre
changes (including balancing) at a first-class
price-performance ratio. We carry out the
inspection and maintenance with the greatest
care and competence.

MINI FLOATING
HUB CAP.

MINI ORIGINAL WHEEL
BOLT LOCK.

Always the centre of attention.
The showy MINI Floating Hub
Cap puts the finishing touches
on the special look of the
MINI light alloy wheels, and it
ensures that the wheel hub is
protected even when the
weather is at its worst.

This is high quality you can
rely on: the wheel bolt lock
includes four locking bolts with
a specially milled MINI coding.
Can only be opened with a
special adapter d
 elivered with
the set, offering you peace
of mind when leaving your
MINI unattended.

MINI VALVE CAPS.
The small difference. The highquality MINI valve caps from
aluminium protect TPMS
aluminium valves effectively
from dirt and moisture. At the
same time, they set a stylish
visual accent on the tyre. Set of
four valve caps. With MINI
logo or MINI designation.

27 Leng Kee Road Singapore 159098
Tel (+65) 6473 3777
Service Centre:
Open Monday - Friday 8.00AM - 6.00PM
Saturday 8.30AM - 12.30PM
Closed on Sunday and public holidays
MINI Roadside Assistance No: +65 6377 0085
All information is correct at time of print and subject
to change without prior notice.

@MINI.Singapore

@mini_sg

Thank you to the entire MINI Community for the great visuals.

MINI.COM.SG

